Application of DPSEEA framework in developing food safety health indicator in Korea

Food safety health indicators are useful tools for explaining the food hazards, contamination pathways, contamination and exposure status, and health effects in terms of public health. It is necessary to organize indicators by applying a systematic framework in order to link and interpret the complex relationship between food hazard factors and human health. We have applied the Driving Force-Pressure-State-Exposure-Effect-Action (DPSEEA) framework to develop food safety health indicators in Korea. We have investigated the pros and cons of each of the various frameworks in use. DPSEEA framework was selected because it divided the chain of causation into five domains from distal to proximal cause and also allows for actions to target each domain. Based on this framework, Korean food safety health indicators were developed through a total of 6 procedures. The indicator developing process was conducted with 45 initial indicators and total of 4 indicators were selected. Among the final 4 indicators, one indicator corresponds to ‘State’ domain, which indicates the chemical hazards of residual pesticides. The remaining three indicators are in the ‘Effect’ domain and are indicators of the health effects of food contamination. The final indicators can be useful in food safety management because they can represent information on the overall food environment, hygiene and food health. DPSEEA framework was useful in developing food safety health indicator in that each indicator can be classified according to the domain and intervention points can be identified systematically. However, a structure limitation in this framework is that it does not take into account population sensitivity or vulnerability, which can affect the area between each domain and can cause the health risk to vary across time and space. Modified version DPSEEA framework would be needed when developing the indicators.
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